bhargavatakkars

TAKKARS BHARGAVA
CONTACT

ADDRESS
Villa S-85, Praneeth Pranav County, Kistareddypet,
Ameenpur(M), Hyderabad, TS - 502319

+91-798 946 8327
bhargava@bhargava.me

WEBSITE
www.bhargava.me

PROFILE
To carry out research and development activities as an active student by seeking a challenging and growthoriented career where I can fully utilize my skills & available resources with the opportunity to grow and prove
to be an asset to the organization and the society.

EDUCATION

EXPOSURE / EXPERIENCE

Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Technology
(Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Hyderabad)
2019-current

Developer - EDU ZO3

Pursuing Bachelor of Technolgy in Computer
Science and Engineering with a GPA of 8.2.

Industrial Trainee

Govt. Polytechnic College, Warangal
(State Board Of Technical Education and Training)

2016-2019

I completed Diploma in Computer Engineering
with 81%. 3 Years of diploma made me learn a
lot of things in designing and development
fields.

Pathfinder High School, Hanamkonda
2016

2020

Developed web based tools for students.

Nov,2018-May,2019

I have undergone 6 months of industrial training as
Web & Android Developer and learned new
concepts related to Web and Android by being part
of projects.

Founder of ZO3

2017-2019

ZO3 is a publishing company that has tons of
articles related to Education, Technology, Lifestyle,
and Gaming. Have developed Team coordination,
Leadership qualities, Designed, Developed &
Managed websites.

Completed High School education with a GPA of
8.8.

ACHIEVEMENTS:
Codechef 3 star with a rating of 1738.
codechef.com/users/bhargavasharma
Gold Medal in NSO(National Science Olympiad)

PROGRAMMING SKILLS
C/C++
HTML/CSS
SQL
Php
JavaScript
Python

OTHER SKILLS
Photoshop
MS-Office
WordPress
MATLAB

PROJECTS
EDU ZO3 Tools

2020

Transforming the education data into smart decision-making tools.
The tools/info include:
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

EAMCET College Predictor
ECET College Predictor
EAMCET Rank Predictor
ECET Rank Predictor
Engineering College list for EAMCET and ECET
ECET College Suggester
EAMCET College Suggester

Many private websites that are currently making these types of tools are biased to some particular colleges.
Most of the data found to be inaccurate. The student who just finished his/her intermediate/diploma will be in
a search of colleges according to his/her rank which was secured in respective CET. My websites helped
many students in suggesting colleges according to their rank, locality, fee which can be afforded by him/her.
Recently(Oct 2020) the tools have reached around 1.7 Million views, around 100k users. Many users have
shared their feedbacks, which can be found via this link: http://tiny.cc/BSTff
link: edu.zo3.in

TS and AP Diploma Percentage Calculator

2019

Developed a small web-based tool using Javascript,(HTML-CSS) with user-friendly UX for Telangana &
Andhra Pradesh diploma students to calculate their aggregate percentage. As per Google Analytics reports,
the website has over 40k+ users & 105k+ views [as of July 2019].
link: https://bit.ly/3boQ7og

ZO3 Tech android application

2018

Developed an Android application that serves the users with the latest technology-related news and other
info related to IT. This app is build using Android Studio, where the content is fetched using REST-API
through the website www.zo3.tech. the app is live on play store and available for the download.
link: http://bit.ly/3cltSRK

Feedback Portal [Anonymous Complain System]

2018

It is a web application that serves as an anonymous feedback portal at the organization level using HTML,
PHP, JavaScript, SQL. The main intention of this project is that the Employees/Students can express
themselves freely and provide valuable insights to their organizations.

LANGUAGES KNOWN
English
Telugu
Hindi

AREAS OF INTEREST
AI/ML
Web Technologies
Network Security

HOBBIES
Blogging
Badminton
Travelling

